Reporting & analytics
Hornbill is your eyes and ears
In complex environments like yours, visibility is everything. Being able to answer
the questions What is happening?, How are we doing?, and What happens next?
with confidence is the key to achieving world-class performance. Getting this clarity
requires combining rich asset, status, operations, and customer interaction data with
easy-to-use reporting and analytics. The result? Better visibility of past, present, and
future—which means better decisions.

As a service manager, I love the KPI reporting functionality
and dashboards.”

Benefits to you?

Ceo/cio benefits

Department director benefits

Clear visibility of spend and performance

Quantify cost of service

Accurate steering of strategy and
investment

Pinpoint waste
Focus on value

Detailed service economics

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Visibility of supply and demand
downtime

Drive down cost per call
Measure and boost value

Costs

Reduce budget waste

Budget accuracy

Decision confidence

Risk impact

Hornbill does a great job of reporting, especially the
personal dashboards.”

Simple, fast clarity
One data model for easy reporting
One app means one rich data plain spanning all of service management and
ITOM—covering assets, status, teams, operations, events, customer interactions,
and service economics.

Dashboards
Personalizable dashboards give you instant insight, based on up-to-the-minute data.

Works with your own BI tool
Simple integration with tools like PowerBI gives you extended depth of insight into
every aspect of your service ecosystem.

“Hornbill are super supportive! 100% would recommend”

Why Hornbill?

Code-free reports

Simple report wizard
makes it easy for nontechnical people to
access insight.

One app

Advanced
analytics

Avoid the pain of
reporting across
a modular suite.
Hornbill’s single data
model makes it easy.

Visualization

Trend analysis gives
you a forward view to
complement currentstatus and rear-view
reports.

Quickly output
presentation-grade
content for slide decks.

It stands out from a crowd of cumbersome ITSM tools.
Everything is at your fingertips.”

Regain visibility
Customers come to Hornbill because they get what they need without the
headaches. Getting complete visibility is simple
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One app means simpler
reporting

Evolve your reporting
capabilities

Hornbill ships with an
extensive set of standard
reports which give you an
initial view over operations
and performance. These can
be adapted in minutes as
your needs evolve. No need
for technical consultants.

Customers come to us to avoid
the complexity of reporting across
framework systems built from
many modules and data models.
Hornbill’s single data model makes
reporting simple.
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Establish continual improvement in all areas

With better visibility in place, Hornbill makes it easy to
take actions based on what reports are telling you. With
technical barriers removed, rapid improvement becomes
the norm.

Hornbill makes life a lot easier!”

“Very user friendly, love it!”

